ABSTRACT.
Given an element / £ Lp( T), 1 < p < oo, and a closed translation invariant subspace S of L (T), we investigate the regularity (smoothness) properties of the element of S which is closest to /. To deduce (2.2) from (2.1), we apply the elementary inequality (1 + x)p < 1 + 3/Jx, for 0 < x < 1/ip -1). Writing x = ||/ -Uf\\/d, and assuming x < l/ip -1), we deduce from (2.1), I/o -i;/0!l <21-u/t>hVt>pvpd1-<l/p)y-uf\\l/p which implies (2.2).
We now state our main result:
which is translation invariant (that is, g £ S implies T g £ S for all real u). and since the hypotheses imply that (l/2)(/n + UfQ) is an element of S, the first term on the left is not less than dp, since d is the distance from / to S. Hence ||(/0-Uf0)/2\\p < (1/2) (¡I/-Uf0\\p -dp) < (1/2) [U + !|/-Uf\\)p -dp] by virtue of (2.4), and so (2.1) is established.
Remark 
3. An example exhibiting loss of regularity. Before going into the details of the proof, we record two simple remarks:
(i) DÍF + G, a) < DÍF, a) + DÍG, a), by virtue of Minkowski's inequality.
(ii) DÍF, a) = Oía ) whenever F is twice continuously differentiable on
[-3tt/2, 377/2] (note that we may suppose always 0 < a < n/2).
Since /" differs from g be a trigonometric polynomial, it is enough, in view of the foregoing remarks, to prove (3.1) with /0 replaced by g. Now, we may write g =gx + g2 +g3 where
Because p > 1, and the bracketed term in the last equation is twice differentiable and vanishes at Z = 0, g, £ C . Moreover,
are twice continuously differentiate (we leave to the reader the verification of these facts). Therefore, the proof will be completed if we establish the estimates (3.2) 0{G, a)= Caß(l + 0{a ')), 
In the first case, we obtain the estimate D{H, a) = 0{a ), in the second D(ß, a) = 0{ap,Jr(Up)-() = 0{aß+l~e) for every e > 0. This establishes (3.3), and completes the proof of Theorem 2.
4. An extension in the case p = 2. Since the hypotheses of our main result, Corollary 2, require a < 2, the conclusion can never yield information about ¡Q , (d) C~=na>0A£.
(e) A^ is the classical space Lip a, fot 0 < a < 1.
As is clearly necessary with regularity classes defined in terms of integrals,
and ( That the corollary follows from the theorem is clear, by virtue of (d) above.
The corollary is in any case rather trivial (nor would we wish to claim that the theorem is much deeper!). For, as is well known, every closed translation-invariant subspace of LP{T), when 1 < p < ~, has the form SÍM) = \f £ LP{T): fin) = 0 whenever n £ M\ where M is some subset of the integers. Now, / e C°°(T) is equivalent to (3.1) fin) = 0{\n\~a), |n|-»°o, alla>0.
Since /", the orthogonal projection of / on S{M), satisfies 1/ Let k £ L (R), and denote by k. . the function ' (a) k.it) = (1/ a) kit/ a). and the theorem is proved.
Thus a kernel k £ V , with p > 2, cannot satisfy 1 -kix) = 0(|x| ) for any a > 3. From this we can readily deduce the following "saturation theorem", cf.
[12, p. 36, Theorem 15l:
If k £ V , where 2 < p < oo and g £ LPÍT) and \\g -ik(a) *g)\\ = Oiaa) for some a > 3, then g is constant.
It is natural to seek a generalization of Theorem 4, whereby k is permitted to be a distribution in place of an integrable function; let us first discuss the case of a measure, which avoids certain technical difficulties of the distributional problem (discussed further below). = 0(xa), x -» 0+, where a > 2 + ip -l)"1, then ¡lx) = 1 for all x > 0.
Proof. We proceed as in the preceding proof, and obtain in place of (5-4) If the former case holds, then, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4 we deduce a contradiction, hence we may assume ptix) = 1 on a half-line through the origin.
If this is the positive half-axis, we are done.
In the contrary case, we may assume pix) = 1 for all x < 0, whereas pix ) 4 1 for some x. > 0. Since the Lp ->LP operator norm of p is 1, the measure v defined by iXx) = (l/2)(/2(x) + /2(-x))
has operator norm not exceeding 1. Also, v satisfies the Tauberian condition, and 1 -iXx) = (l/2)(l -pix)) = 0(x ), x -> 0+. But now we are reduced to a previously treated case, and arrive at a contradiction. The proof is finished. For the proof of the theorem we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let f and g belong to LTD C Apa. Then fg £ Apa. Remarks. 
